More power
to you
Protect your data and maintain
business continuity with our
Uninterruptable Power Supplies

Keep going,
no matter what
Power cuts. They’re never welcome in an office.
And they’re particularly frustrating for colleagues
who haven’t saved their work in a while. But what
about your data and sensitive equipment? Things
that could be damanged, corrupted or even lost in
the event of a mains power failure or surge.

Our Uninterruptable Power Supplies
(UPS) can help protect your business.
It’s a simple and effective backup
system that gives your servers stable
and sustained power and keeps
your business running. Saving you
money on downtime, as well as the
incalculable cost of losing valuable
data and equipment. But these aren’t
the only benefits of of UPS.

Earn your clients’ trust and new contracts
Potential new clients want
guarantees. That’s why they ask
what business continuity and disaster
recovery planning you have in place.
Having UPS will strengthen your
credentials and appeal.

Designed for different
needs and budgets
Pick from our two ranges. Choose
UPS Lite for a simple and costeffective option. Get UPS Enterprise
if you need the ultimate back-up
power. Add expandable battery packs
to keep going for even longer if your
power goes down.
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Choose the right system
for your business

Your choice of
power tools

Have a look at the table below to find the one for you.
Not sure what fits you best? Our experts are on-hand to help.

For simple, cost-sensitive
scenarios: UPS Lite

UPS Lite (T)

UPS Lite (R)

Essential cost-effective protection

UPS Enterprise
(R/T)

UPS Enterprise
Plus (R)

Powerful and scalable systems
UPS Lite Rack

Tower

•

Rack

•

•

•

True sinewave

•

•

•

•

LCD display

•

•

•

•

Audible alarm

•

•

•

•

Line interactive

•

•

•

•

•

•

Online double conversion
1KVA

•

•

3KVA

UPS Enterprise
Rack/Tower

•

Add any of these to your UPS to make
it your own:

10KVA

•

Battery pack support

Via upgrade

Via upgrade

Network card

Via upgrade

Via upgrade
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UPS Enterprise
Plus Controller and
Battery Pack Unit

Do it your way with a choice
of upgrades

•
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A powerful, scalable system:
UPS Enterprise

•

6KVA

IEC Output Sockets

UPS Lite Tower

•

• Rack mount rails.
• Rack mount Keyboard Video
Mouse (KVM) units.
• Cables.
• Automatic transfer and
maintenance bypass switches.
• Network communication cards.
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How to get in touch
Keep your business running and
protect your data. Get in touch,
or visit www.bt.com/micloud-uc

Offices Worldwide
The services described in this publication are subject to availability and may
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